One-sided confidence intervals and overall p-values for group-sequential designs are typically based on a sample space ordering which determines both the overall p-value and the corresponding confidence bound. Accordingly, the strength of evidence against the null hypothesis is consistently measured by both quantities such that the order of the p-values of two distinct sample points is consistent with the order of the respective confidence bounds. An exception is the commonly used repeated p-values and repeated confidence intervals. We show that they are not ordering-consistent in the above sense and propose an alternative repeated p-value which is ordering-consistent and has the monitoring property of the classical repeated p-value in being valid even when deviating from the prefixed stopping rule.
INTRODUCTION
Both one-sided confidence intervals and p-values map the sample space to the real line and thus define an ordering in the sample space. For single-stage tests of one-parameter families the orderings induced by p-values and confidence intervals typically coincide. For group-sequential tests there is no single natural ordering: there are many ways of defining an order between sample points at different stages. Orderings that have received attention are the stagewise ordering, the maximum-likelihood ordering, the likelihood ratio ordering and the score test ordering; see Jennison & Turnbull (2000) for a review. Typically, the same sample space ordering is used for the construction of p-values and confidence intervals. This guarantees that, for two different trials following the same group-sequential design, the trial with the larger lower confidence bound is also the trial with the smaller overall p-value.
Exceptions are the repeated confidence interval (Jennison & Turnbull, 1984) and the repeated p-value (Jennison & Turnbull, 2000) when defined via a common family of group-sequential boundaries. We show that they lead to different sample space orderings and are therefore not ordering-consistent. This implies that, for two sample points in the same group-sequential design, the sample point with the larger lower confidence bound may have the larger overall p-value.
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We propose an overall p-value that is ordering-consistent to the repeated confidence interval. It is a repeated p-value in the sense that it satisfies the monitoring property and is valid at each stage of the group-sequential trial. 
REPEATED ONE-SIDED CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND p-VALUES
1/2 for k 1 k 2 . Consider a family of group-sequential boundaries, such as those from the -class of boundaries proposed by Wang & Tsiatis (1987) . The corresponding critical values are
where defines the shape of the boundaries, and the constant c α , is chosen such that
where P 0 denotes the probability under the null hypothesis. This gives the O'Brien and Fleming boundaries for = 0 and the Pocock boundaries for = 0·5. (Jennison & Turnbull, 1984) where z k denotes the observed test statistic at interim analysis k, and c k (α) are the stopping boundaries of the group-sequential test. Repeated confidence bounds are reported by standard software packages for group-sequential trials (Addplan, 2005; East, 2005) . They owe their popularity to their monitoring property: they are valid at each stage of the trial, even if one does not adhere to the stopping rule since P µ (∪ j K {µ LB j }) = α. Jennison & Turnbull (2000, p. 202) propose repeated p-values which share the monitoring property of the repeated confidence intervals and are valid at each interim analysis. They consider a specific family of critical boundaries c k (α ) and the corresponding repeated confidence bounds LB k (α ). The repeated p-value at stage k is defined as the largest level α such that the value 0 is included in the confidence interval. Since the inclusion of 0 in the confidence interval at level α is equivalent to z k < c k (α ), the repeated p-value is given by
2·2. The repeated confidence interval
The (1 − α)100% repeated lower confidence bound at stage k, LB k , is given by LB k = z k − c k (α) (I k ) 1/2 ,(3)
2·3. The repeated p-value
If c k (α ) is continuously decreasing in α then the stage-k repeated p-value equals the level α , where z k = c k (α ). Note that the repeated p-value shares the monitoring property of the repeated confidence bound since
The repeated p-value is consistent with the repeated confidence interval in the following sense: whenever the repeated p-value is less than α, the confidence interval excludes all parameter values of the null hypothesis. However, as shown in the following section, the repeated p-value in general induces a different ordering in the sample space than the repeated confidence interval. 
2·4. The ordering inconsistency of the repeated confidence interval and the repeated p-value
Consider two trials following the same group-sequential design. Let k 1 , k 2 , LB 1,k 1 , LB 2,k 2 , p 1,k 1 and p 2,k 2 denote the stopping times, confidence bounds and p-values of the two trials. The p-value is said to be ordering-consistent with the confidence bound if p 1,k 1 p 2,k 2 implies that LB 1,k 1 LB 2,k 2 for all stopping times and sample points.
To see that the repeated confidence bound and the repeated p-value (4) may not be orderingconsistent consider, for example, a Pocock-type two-stage group-sequential design with constant critical boundaries c k (α) = c α . Each value u of the repeated p-value is attained for two different sample points: one from the first stage where z 1 = c u and the other from the second stage where z 2 = c u . While these sample points correspond to identical p-values, they correspond in general to different repeated confidence bounds, namely LB 1 = (c u − c α )/(I 1 ) 1/2 and LB 2 = (c u − c α )/ (I 2 ) 1/2 , which differ if c u c α since I 2 > I 1 . Figure 1 shows for each possible p-value the corresponding lower confidence bounds, one from the sample point of the first stage, dashed line, and the other from the sample point of the second stage, dotted line. Note that the dashed and dotted lines in Fig. 1 cross when the p-value is equal to α. This implies that, if the confidence bound is kept fixed, the ordering of the corresponding first-and second-stage p-values switch. Furthermore it can be seen that an ordering inconsistency may occur if p
THE ORDERING-CONSISTENT REPEATED p-VALUES
We derive a repeated p-value for each stage k that is ordering-consistent with the repeated confidence interval and has the monitoring property. Let F(x) denote the cumulative distribution function of max j K LB j , under the null, of a trial in which we always pass to stage K , even if a stopping boundary is crossed earlier. Then an ordering-consistent repeated p-value at stage k is given by
where LB k denotes the observed stage-k confidence bound. The order consistency of p ocr k follows immediately from the monotonicity of F. Note that the stage-k p-value is equal to the probability that in an independent trial at any stage a larger confidence bound than LB k is observed. To see that p ocr k is a conservative p-value that satisfies the monitoring property, we show that it coincides with the classical repeated p-value (4) for a special family of stopping boundaries. By (5) the ordering-consistent p-value can be written as
where LB k is the observed repeated confidence bound and Z j , j K , are the z-scores from an independent replication of the group-sequential trial under the null hypothesis. Thus, the ordering-consistent p-value coincides with the classical repeated p-value for the specific family of stopping boundaries given by
where for each α the constant c α is chosen such that the group-sequential test with boundaries c ocr k (α ) has level α .
The family c ocr k does not follow any of the commonly used shapes. In particular, it does not belong to the -class family even if the level α boundaries c k (α) do. Note that c ocr k is the only family of stopping boundaries that leads to an ordering-consistent p-value. This follows by arguments similar to those in §2·4. The solid line in Fig. 1 shows the ordering-consistent repeated p-value as a function of the confidence bound when starting with Pocock-type boundaries c k (α) = c α at level α. Irrespective of the stage considered the lower confidence bound determines the p-value uniquely.
In principle, one could also consider the classical repeated p-value (4) for some common family of rejection boundaries c k (α ), such as the -class, and construct a modified repeated confidence interval that is ordering-consistent with this p-value. This can be achieved by defining dual tests chosen from this family.
